
SUBJET INTERIOR DESIGN : QUATTRO STAGIONI

Private cars have always improved through decades and have been gradually became usable all around the world.
Some cars can be designed for specific matters but ALL cars can nowadays be used at any outside temperatures (from -40° to +40°), in rainy condition or under snow storms.
Most people around the world live places where four seasons are distinct (with more of less amplitude).
Individual cars manage compromises and can adapt themselves to a certain extent to variable weather conditions (temperature, moister level) and variable environments.

-What is more joyful than cruising around in a convertible car during a sweet and mild Spring evening?
-What is more heartwarming than jumping in a warm cab after having waited a long moment outside with freezing temperature, wind and humidity?

-What’s more annoying than entering a stifling heated car interior when one’s vehicle is left parked outside in the sunshine and to hurt oneself on burning hot leather or vinyl?
-What’s filthier than entering a car with boots full of mud and making a mess on a nice and clean carpeted floor?

And what if our cars could adapt themselves to different seasons and various environments?
And what I time mattered less?
And what if a car could better match timing matter?

Numerous innovative ideas could be imagined.
-Car bodies “physical” changes and interior layouts modifications (with removable devices for instance)

-Sensory modifications (Lightning changes, perfumes, etc.). 
Usages changes according to seasons must guide your design.

Imagine, sketch, design an individual vehicle which can adapt itself to the four different seasons, instinctively, automatically or through modifications which could be done at 
dealerships or specialized workshops.
Leasing or renting a car is more and more trendy which can surely motivate manufacturers providing innovative offers to their customers.

It will be primordial to design innovative concepts but without neglecting aesthetics and ergonomics.
We are expecting much more than simply designing various accessories.

Surprise us with innovative designs and fresh ideas which can make vehicles adapt themselves to the four seasons.




